JOB TITLE: Senior Medical Planner  
LOCATION: Los Angeles, CA  

FIRM PROFILE:  
DBI is working with a preeminent California firm to hire a Senior Medical Planner. Our client solves design problems for today and tomorrow, creating adaptable, usable spaces. With a multidisciplinary approach to California, our client provides projects that are well designed, well delivered and truly meaningful.  

JOB DESCRIPTION:  
The Senior Healthcare Planner will be responsible for planning, coordinating, and administering a major project or projects through all phases of healthcare planning. The right candidate will manage the following: master planning, programming, healthcare planning/design, directing staff, resolving architectural programming/planning problems, and establish and maintain design budgets and schedules.  

JOB REQUIREMENTS:  
Required Work Experience:  
• Must be a decision maker with proven sound and accurate judgment. This includes the ability to explain reasoning for decisions, connect with the right decision teams in the organization and to make timely decisions  
• Must be comfortable being the primary contact in the firm for planning issues, as such, must communicate changes with team often  
• Strong ability to develop space programs and functional requirements for programs  
• Proven success supervising and managing multiple clients and healthcare planners for applicable phases of projects  
• Must understand all aspects of healthcare planning and participate in the evaluation of the people assigned to accurately and fairly document their performance.  
• Ability to market project capability through client interviews, public presentations, and professional publications.  
• Will drive the monitoring of planning budgets and schedules  
• Must understand and apply LEED components when appropriate  

Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:  
• Minimum of ten (10) years of experience in healthcare programming and planning of small and large-scale, complex healthcare projects  
• Must be working toward or be ACHC accredited and LEED certified  
• Able to provide verbal and graphic communication of complex healthcare project concepts to clients, public agencies, and project team members.  
• Must be a collaborator, working with teams inside and outside the firm
Be self-motivated in attaining position objectives and in seeking new responsibilities and challenges
Exhibit drive, attitude, and enthusiasm
Prioritize and plan work activities for self-management and use time efficiently
Must apply feedback to improve performance
Coach, mentor, and provide performance-enhancing feedback of assigned team members

SALARY: $145,000

CONTACT: Please submit resume to DBI/David Brown International, jobs@dbifirm.com.